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: Introduction of the Harmonic Distortion Determining 
Factor and Its Application to Evaluating 

Real Time PWM Inverters 
Shoji Fukuda. Member, IEEE, and Yoshitaka Iwaji 

Abslracl- I<' requency spectra of Inverter output currents art 
ont of the Important (actors in order to evaluate PWM methods. 

. ' Tbese spectra are, however, inOucneed not only by the PWM 
method itsill but by the operating conditions of the inverter 
such as the switching frequency or load parameters. The har
monic distortion dctennining factor (HDDF) is considered to be 
a common quallty index that represents the intrinsic spectral 
property of individual PWM methods, As It has a close relation to 
R.J.\fS values of the harmonic current or torque ripples of driven 
motors and, further, it is almost Independent of the operating 
conditions. HDOF is quite useful for evaluating PWM methods. 
In this paper three typical analog PWM methods and (OUf digital 
PWM methods are compared and evaluated based on HDDF 
ruues. 

1 INrRODUcnON 

M ANY real time PWM methods for inverter control have 
been proposed [1J- [4]. The spectral property of the 

inverter output current is one of me important factors used 
to eval uate a PWM method. Evaluation of PWM methods is, 
however, not easy because the freq uency spectra of the inverter 
current are greatly infJuenced by the switching frequency and 
load pammeters of the inverter. For instance, if the switching 
frequency is very high or the load inductance is very large 
compared to the load resistance, the current spectra will be 
excellent irrespective of the PWM method. 

Therefore, a common quality index which is independent 
of the inverter operating conditions such as the switching 
frequency and load parameters is desirab1e for evaluating a 
selected PWM method. The harmonic distortion determining 
factor (HOOF), a function of the modulation index. of the 
inverter, is one candidate for such a quali ty index. 

HDOF is also useful for predicting the harmonic properties 
of PWM inverters. For instance, the harmonic characteristics 
Such as the spectra of motor current hannonics or torque 
ripples in the case of ac drives arc usual.ly obtained by 
~ur:ier transformation or simulation. However, if HOOF 
Values for individual PWM's are known, the approximate 
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harmonic characteristics are easily calculaled by using the 
HDOF values . 

In this paper, the basic idea and physical meaning of HDDF 
is first described by means of a simple example, a dd dc down 
converter. Then the idea of HDDF is expanded to include 
three-phase PWM inverters. Next, the relation of HDOF to 
the RMS value of'motor current harmonics or torque ripples 
in the case of ac drives, and the relation of HDDF to the RMS 
value of ac side harmonic current or dc 'side harmonic voltage 
in the case of rectifier operation are described. In short, HDOF 
is a normalized represenlation of the RMS distortion current, 
which has been used in [5] for comparing two PWM's in 
the case of an 1M drive. the sine PWM and the space vector 
PWM. Here, however, two kind HOOP's. d-axis HOOF and 
total HOOF, are introduced and used. Finally HODF curves 
under variable output voltage cond!tions are illustrated for 
typical real time PWM's, three analog PWM's and four digital 
PWM's, and evaluations of these PWM methods based on the 
HDOF values are given. 

n. B ASIC IDEA OF HOOF 

To clarify the basic idea of HDOF, consider the dc/dc down 
converter shown in Fig. L We know empirically the following 
facts concemipg RMS value of the ac or hannonic component 
of the load current, h : 

1) T" is d irectly proportional to the dc supply voltage Vde. 

2) J,. is almost inversely proportional to the inductance L. 
3) h is almost inversely proportional to the switching or 

chopping frequency w.. . 
4) I" is almost independent of the resistance R . 
5) I" is almost independent of the dc load cunent I de' 

From these faClst the ac current will be approximately repre
sented by 

h ~ "'" P(M) w.L 
(I) 

where p, which is only a function of the duty ratio, M = 
ton/'l', is called the hannonic distortion de tennining factor 
of the dcldc converter. If w. L ,. R , (I) gives us a good 
approximation of the RMS value of the load harmonic current 

Let us derive (1). The switching fu nction. S. of the dc/dc 
converter in Fig. I is defined as: 
S = 1 when the tran~is lor is ON, 
S = 0 when the transistor is OFF. 

0093-9994J95$04.00 Cl 1995 IEEE 
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Fig. I. A dc/de step down converter. 

s 1 I ......... · 

s. 

. e 

Fig. 2. Nonnaliled vollage pulses and resulting lIarmonic current within 
one chopping period. 

If the chopping frequency, w •• is high enough, then w~L » 
R , and the ae load current ih will be determined by: 

L :tih. = E - MVdc = Vdc(S - M) = VdcSh (2) 

where S" denotes the ae or hannonic component of SF. Fig. 2 
shows the waveforms of Sand Sh for onc chopping interval, 
7'. Solving (2) we have 

(3) 

where! is the normalized ae component of the load current, 
and its waveform is shown in Fig. 2. 

Now define HDOF of the dc/de converter as: 

.!. rT 
'd = ~(1 - M )M 

P = W. T Jo f: t v'3 (4) 

where T denotes the chopping interval. Then the RMS of i h 

is given by (I ). The ae current 111. for any M values is easily 
calculated if P and the operating conditions. W., L and Vdc • 

are given. It is noted that P is independent of the operating 
par.uneters of the dc/dc converter. 

Ill. HDDF FOR THREE PHASE PWM LwERI'ERS 

Here the idea of HDDF is expanded to include a three-phase 
inverter. Consider the PWM voltage source inverter shown in 
Fig. 3 Which is supplying ac power to an inductive load. 

A. Switching Function 

The switching [unction (SF) of the inverter for phase "a" 
is defined as: 

Sa = 1 when the upper arm switch Sa+ is ON, 
Sa = -1 when lhe lower arm switch Sa- is ON. 
SF's for phase "b" and "c" are also defined similarly. The 

output potentials of the inverter are obtained by multiplying 
SF by the dc source voltage Vde. 
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1 B. Transfomlation of the SF into the d-q Coordinate 

S,., Sb. Sf;. in the real axis are transfonned into Sa and Sq l 
in the d-q axis, which is fOlating at an angular inverter output . i 
frequency, w. The fundamcntal component of the inverter 'J 

output will then be represented by a dc component Thus, j 
situations similar to those of the dc/dc converter are obtained. , ; 
'The q axis is selected to make its de component cqual to ~ 
zero. Let Sdh and 8qh be the ac components of Sd and Sq; : 
respectively. Sdh and 8Qh correspond to the harmonic voltages 
of the inverter output. 

C. Defillitwn of HDDF 

If the switching frequency, w,. is high enough. then w~L >-
R. and d-axis harmonic current, idh . will be given by: 

• • 

, 
V'o J .,' idh = L Ed, ed = Sdhdt. (5) , 

Then, HDOP's in the d and q Mes are defined by expressions 
similar to (4): 

r--=--
w.1 fT 2 w" 

Pd = 72 T Jo eddt, Pq = ..12 (6) 

P=.jPl+ P; 
where T denotes one-sixth of an inverter output period. As the 
switching function is detennined in rela tion to the modulation 
index. M, Pd and Pq are primarily functions of M. It has been 
confirmed that neither Pd nor Pq depends on the frequency 
ratio, w.jw, if w"jw is larger than 40. 

IV. RELATION BETWEEN HOOF 
AND INVERTER PERFORMAr\CE 

A. Induction Motor Drives 

The prediction of barmonic c harncteristics of ac drives such 
as the RMS of motor current or torque pulsations is easily 
done by using lIDOF. In the case of induction motor drives, 
we have shown [6J. [7] that the RMS values of the input 
hannonic current, h , and torque ripples, Til of the driven 
motor arc approximately obtained by 

1, = ~ f~I1 = 2wVdO/p, T, = ~ f~T: = ~Vlo P, 
"_2' I;:~l 2 2w.wl 

(1) 
. where l dcnotes the leakage inductance of lhe motor per phase. 
and II;: and T" denote the RMS values of lhe k-th harmonic 
current and the k-th harmonic torque, respectively. I h and Th 
values obtained by simulation and by HOOF are compared 

, , 
1 

, ., 
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SOIl of RMS values in ac drives obtained by simulation and 
0IJ)r current harmonics. (b) To{qu~ ripples. 

. ere the original sine-triangular PWM is used; 
mtio is w./w = 36 and the modulation index 

stant. Definitions of. THD are: 
Ih Th 

TIIDi = 1
1

' THD t = To 

To denote the RMS values of the motor funda-
l and the motor average torque, respectively. The 
an example has the following ratings: 0.75 [kW], 
50 [Hz], f. = 1.8 [kHz] and Vd, = 141 [V] 

.r constants; Ll = L2 = 15.1 [rqH] , Mm = 146 
L [0], and R2 = 1.3(01. ]t is seen that both the ' 
xl by simulation and by HDDF are vcry close 

Ige Source Rectifiers 

feature of a PWM voilage source rectificr is 
It dc voltage can .be controlled while keeping 
IC input current. In this situation, the induction 
: source, Vdc in Fig. 3 are replaced by an ac 
d the parallel combination of a filter capacitor. 
luctive load, RI + L10 respectively. Power flow. 
)m the ac side to the dc side. We have shown [8], 
of the input harmonic current, h, and RMS of 
monic voltage, Vh , are approx.imately given by 

h = VdcO P, V" = I dO Pd (8) 
w,L w,G 
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Fig. 5. ' Comparison 0( RMS values in rectifier operation obmincd by simu
lation and by HDOF. (a) AC cun~nt harmonics, (b) DC ... oltlg~ harmonics. 

where VdcO and ldO denote the average dc output voltage and 
the d-axis current, respectively; Land C denote the induc

·tance of the ac reactor and capacitance of the de capacitor. 
respectively. The RMS values of input harmonic current, h . 
and output harmonic voltage, V", obtained by simulation and 
by HDDF 3!e compared in Fig. 5, where the original sine
triangular PWM method is IJsed and the inverter operating 
conditions are E = 100 [VJ, f = 50 [Hz1, f. = 1.8 (kHz]. 
L = 5 [mH], R = 1 [fI[. G = 330 [~F], VdOJ = 160 [V], 
w,/w = 36 and L1 = 1.6 [mH]. To vary the output power, 
Rl is changed while maintaining PP at unity and keeping 
Vdc constant. The modulation index. M and phase angle 8 are 
simultaneously adjusted over the range, M = 0.862 to 0.765 
and 8 = 2.37 to 1,9.5 [0], respectively and correspond to the 
power range Po = 0.25 to 1.5 [kW] . Ih and V" are shown 
in teans of Po rather than in tenns of M because the range 
over which M varies is too small. Both curves obtained by 
simulation and by HOOF are very close to each other. 

Figs. 4 and 5 clearly show that once HDDF curves of the 
selected PWM method have been calculated. the harmonic 
characteristics of PWM inverter or PWM rectifier systems can 
be easily predicted without simulation. 

v. ApPUCATION OF IiOOF TO 
EVALUAm REAL TIME PWM METHODS 

A. Analog PWM 

Here. HDOF curves of three typical real time analog PWM 
methods are compared and evaluated. They are the original 
sine-triangular PWM (SPWM) UJ shown in Fig. '6, bar: 
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Fig. 6. Original sine PWM. 
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Fig. 7. Third-hMmOllic injected PWM. 

to, 

, . , 

Fig. 8. Modified sine PWM. (a) MSPWM scheme. (b) Transistoc galing 
signals . 

monic injection PWM [2] (IDPWM), and modified sine PWM 
(MSPWM) [3]. HIPWM is derived from SPWM through the 
addition of the 17% third-harmonic component LO the original 
sine reference wavefonn as shown in Fig. 7, where Vref 
denotes the reference. The aim of injecting the lhird hannonic 
is to increase the maximum fundamenraJ output voltage. Figs. 
6 and 7. (b) shows the output potential for one phase. MSPWM 
defines lh~ output on a line-la-line basis. Only the first and last 
60° intervals (per half-cycles) of the ae wavefOlll1 are directly 
defined through intersections of respective sine and triangular 
waves as shown in Fig. 8, where (b) shows gating signals for 
each phase switch. The maximum output voltage by SPWM 
is 86.7% of that by HlPWM and MSPWM. 

HDDF curves under variable voltage conditions are shown 
in Figs. 9 and 10, where the inverter output and carrier frequen
cies are f = 50 [Hz) and J. = 2.25 [kHz], respectively. The 
output voltage Vnrm (normalized by Vdc) for different PWM 
sttalegies and equivalent modulation index M differ. Thus, for 
comparison purposes, i t is more instructive to graph HDDF as 
a function of Vnrm rather than the modulation index M. From 
these figures, the following observations can be made: 

0.' 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of HDDF in the d-a;<is, P cl> for analog PWM's. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of HOOF, P, for analog PWM's. 

* SPWM and HIPWM show similar curves, but MSPWM 
is different This stems from the different approach taken 
in creating the pulses. 

* Pq curves (nol shown ' in the paper) of SPWM and 
HlPWM are almost iden.tical. 

* Of the two similar methods, HIPWM is superior to 
SPWM, especially in the high output voltage region. 

* . MSPWM has a higher maximum voltage than SPWM, 
but its characteristics arc poorer except for the restricted 
high voltage region, Vnrm > 0.8. 

In ac drives, suppression of torque ripples is imponant 
because of noise and vibration problems. From this point of 
view, IDPWM has an advantage over the others, especially 
in the high-speed region. mPWM is also better in rectifier 
operation because it exhibits fewer dc voltage ripples than the 
others. As for. the RMS of the hannonic current, there is not 
much difference between SPWM and IDPWM, but lUPWM 
is slightly better. On the whole, HIPWM is the best choice 
among the three. 

B. Digital PWM [4] 

Instantaneous space vector representation is employed to 
lreat three-phase quantity as a whole. The instantaneous volt
age vector is defined by 
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(,) (b) ('J 

Fig. ! 1. Olallal PWM's. (a) DPWM.A, (b) DPWM-C, and (c) OPWM·O. 

V,, ( 2 
V n ="2 So. + aSh + a Se) , 

0:: Vdc exp {j (n _ 1) 2;} 
=0 

where Q = exp (j2;) 
for n=1, .. . ,6 

for n = Oor 7 
(9) 

where Sa , Sb and Se -are the switching functions for each 
phase. The inverter can produce eight voltage vectors, Vn, n = 

0,1, ... 7, where Va and V7 are so-called zero vectors. Con
sider the time-integral function of the inverter output vector 
,s: 

(10) 

The reference vector U· , which is derived frOm the purely 
sinusoidal three phase output voltage, will be given by 

U • . v'3V"M . ( . ) = -1 exp Jwt 
2w 

(ll) 

where M and w denote the modulation index and output fre
quency of the inverter, respectively. The U* locus represents 
a perfect circle. 

The PWM pattern is determined at every sampling interval 
so that U may follow the U· locus as closely as possible. 
We call this means of creating pulses the quasi-circular-locus 
method (QCLM) and have proposed four PWM methods based 
on QCLM: [7]. Here. HDDF cwves of the four real time · 
digital PwM's arc compared and evaluated.. They are the 
digital PWM of type-A (DPWM-A) to digitaJ PWM of type-D 
(DPWM-D). With DPWM-A. vector U moves along U· only 
from outside ilie reference circle as sho~n in Fig."1 1(a), where 
"0" shows iliat a 7.ero-vector is used. With DPWM-B, U 
moves only from the inside the reference circle. With DPWM
C, U tracks U· from the inside at-one sampling interval, and 
then from the outside at the next sampling interval, alternating 
as shown in Fig. l l (b). The switching functions for each phase 
and selected voltage vectors for two sampling intervals are 
shown in Fig. 12, where the pulse widths for the phase anile 
a < ¢ < 7r /3 are given by: 

Ql = MT cos(¢-~» Q2 = MTCOS(¢+~) } 
T - crl . (12) 

(J = 2 

With DPWM-D, U traces U" from the inside. and then from 
the oUlSide a1ternatelyat every sampling interval as shown in 
Fig. ] l(c). 

HDDF curves under variable voltage conditions are shown 
in Figs. 13 and 14, where the inverter output and sampling 

Pig. t2. Switching functions for each phase and voltage vecton used wilh 
DPWM·C for two sampling inlcrvalS. 
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Pia. 13. Comparison of HDDF in the d-a.ds, Pd, for digital PWM's. 
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Fig. t4. Comparison of HOOF. P. for digilal PWM's. 

freque ncies are f = 50 [Hz] and f. = 1:8 {kHz], respectively. 
From these figures, the following can be observed: 

'" DPWM-A and ~B provide similar HDDF curves, but 
OPWM-A is slightly better. 

'" DPWM-C and D are superior to DPWM-A and B. 
• DPWM-D bas an advantage over DPWM-C only in the 

high voltage region, Vnrn1 > 0.7 for P or Vnrm > 0.9 
for Pd. 

• If considered on the whole, DPWM-C has the best 
characteristics of the four. 

Therefore, for ac drives, DPWM-C is superior to the others 
because it produces the fewest torque ripples among the four 
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melhods. As for the RMS of the hannonic current, DPWM-C 
is best in the voltage range Vnrm < 0.7 but DPWM-D is the 
best in the range Vnrm > 0.7. DPWM-A and B are poor. 

If analog PWM's and digital PWM's are compared, the 
following can be observed: 

,., Digital PWM's provide lower Pd curves than analog 
PWM's in the high voltage region. Therefore, digital 
PWM's have an advantage for AC drive applications over 
analog ones in the same region. 

• DPWM-C and ffiPWM have almost identical HDDF 
curves. Thus DPWM-C is a digital lI.1lemative of 
H1PWM. 

:I< If an ' analog PWM is adopted, H1PWM would be the 
best choice, and if a digital PWM is adopted, method C 
would be the best choice. 

C. Nomlalization of Switching Frequency 

As for the anaJog PWM's, each phase has one switch
transition at every sampling time because each phase is con
trolled independently. As for the digital PWM's, however, 
the average switching number dcpends on the individual 
metlxid because the three phases are not treated independently. 
Therefore, nonnalization of switching freq uency is necessary 
to evaluate PWM methods. TIle average switching frequency, 
fe. of each method is: 

J.w = fe 
I.w = (2/3)/. 
I •• = (1/2)/. 

for the analog PWM's, 
for DPWM-A, DPWM-B and OPWM-D, and 
for DPWM-C. 

where Ie and f, are the carrier and sampling frequencies, 
respectively. The fIDDF curves in Figs. 13 and 14 are obtained 
by multiplying the original HODF values by the coefficients 
In. for DPWM-C and 2f3 for DPWM-A, B, and D, taking 
SPWM as the basis. 

VI. CONa.USION 

lbe harmonic distortion dctennining factor (HOOF), which 
represents the intrinsic spectral properties of PWM methods, 
is introduced. HDDF is almost independent of the inverter 
operating conditions such as the switching frequencies or load 
parameters if the switching frequency is 40 times greater than 
the output frequency. l'urthennore, it has a close relation to the 
RMS values of the harmonic current and motor torque ripples 
for induction motor drives, or RM~ valucs of the harmonic 
current and de voltage ripples for rectifier operation. Therefore, 
it is useful as a common quality indcx for the evaluation of 
PWM melhods. 

Three typical analog PWM methods and four digital PWM 
methods are compared and evaluated based on HODF values. 
It is shown that the harmonic injected PWM for analog PWM, 
or the digitaJ PWM of type C have the best characteristics. 
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